FOOD

In most recipes, one onion is just as good as the other
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f vegetables were given awards, the
onion would win MVP – Most Versatile
Produce.
Onions make an appearance in almost
every soup, stew and casserole on the
planet from spicy Asian cuisine to mildmannered British fare. Yet for the world’s
most frequently employed vegetable,
onions cause a lot of confusion. Can you
swap them? Which are milder? And just
what is a scallion anyway?
For the most part, onions are interchangeable. Flavour differences are most obvious
when eaten raw, but all onions become
sweeter when cooked and, as a result,
deliver a similar flavour. With the exception
of green onions, if a particular onion is
called for in a recipe, it’s for its colour,
texture or price. Unless the recipe articulates why you need the onion called for, use
what’s on hand.
Yellow onions: Also called cooking
onions, these are the most common
onions stocked in stores and called for in
recipes. The large Spanish onion is a milder
and sweeter yellow variety. As the name
suggests, these perform best when cooked
as they’re quite pungent raw.
Red onions: Perhaps the prettiest of
the onions, these are deep purple on the
outside and white on the inside. Unfortunately, they lose a bit of this brilliant colour
when cooked. Compared to their yellow
counterparts, they’re slightly sweeter and
sturdier when raw. Their bright colour,
milder taste and crunchy texture make raw
red onions a popular addition to burgers
and salads. They also pickle well.
White onions: With papery-thin skins, a
crisp texture and mild flavour, white onions
are popular in raw salsa, salads and as a
pizza topping. They can also be used in
place of yellow onions in cooked dishes.
Sweet onions: Vidalia is the best known
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Once cut, wrap in plastic, refrigerate and
use within a few days.
Scallions, if wrapped in damp paper towel
and refrigerated in a perforated vegetable
bag, will keep for up to a week.

TAMING THE BITE
sweet onion. Other varieties are often just
labelled “sweet” and are easily recognized
by their flattened appearance. As the name
suggests, these are sweeter than the other
onions and make a less aggressive addition
to salads or burgers. They are also more
delicate than other onions and spoil more
quickly, so buy only what you need.
Green onions: This is the generic term
for scallions. Long and thin, they are found
with the herbs, not the regular onions.
Milder than yellow onions, scallions can be
eaten raw or cooked. While the white bulbs
are most often called for in recipes, don’t
toss the green tips. They can be used as a
garnish in place of chives.

TIPS FOR BUYING ONIONS
Regular onions should be firm with dry
skins and tight necks. Avoid spongy onions,
ones with wet or soft patches on the skin or
ones that have begun to sprout.
Green onions should have a bright colour,
firm bulbs and leaves that are not damaged
or wilted.

STORAGE
In the store, you’ll notice regular onions
are not refrigerated in the produce section
and are kept away from the sprays that
keep lettuce looking fresh, while green ones
bask in the mist. Take this as your cue for
home storage.
Don’t wash regular onions. Instead store
them in a cool, dry place that allows for air
flow. They will keep for a couple of months.

If you like raw onions, but they don’t like
you, these two simple tricks will take some
of the bite out of your onion. This works
with all regular onions.
• Ice bath: Peel and slice the onion, then
soak it in ice water for at least 10 minutes.
Drain before using. This trick can also crisp
up onions that are less than robust.
• Marinate: If you’re putting raw onion in
your salad, slice or chop as usual, then toss
the onion directly into your dressing. Leave
to marinate for 10 to 15 minutes before
serving.

THE CRYING GAME
If onions make you weep, you can keep
tears at bay with a few steps. I’ve never had
any luck with the tip to peel them under
running water. However, these tricks work
for me:
• Use a sharp knife. A sharp blade will
slice the onion cleanly and result in little
of the tear-inducing juice. A dull knife will
crush the onion and release more juice.
• Wear eye protection: If you wear
contact lenses, you might not find onions
make you cry as the lenses act as a barrier.
If you don’t wear contacts, onion goggles –
yes, they exist – help.
• Chill out: Having just said not to store
onions in the refrigerator, if they make you
weep excessively, make an exception. Since
I’ve been keeping onions in the crisper, I
rarely cry when cutting. I have to sacrifice a
couple of the outer layers on occasion, but
chilling your onions can reduce the fumes
significantly.
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ROASTED ONION
BLOSSOMS

ONION BHAJI

Prep: Two minutes per onion
Cooking time: 30 minutes
Serves: One per person

Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking time: 25 minutes
Makes about 16 bhaji

This oven-baked recipe is much
simpler than the battered and deepfried version you’ll find in restaurants.
These blossoms are also more versatile
since you make one for each person —
no sharing required.

This Indian-inspired take on the onion
ring is spicier but just as addictive. Use
red, sweet, white, or yellow – whatever is
on hand. For an even spicier version, add a
chopped serrano pepper to the batter.
Bhaji

Onion Blossom:

1 medium red onion per person
1 tablespoon (15 ml) white balsamic
vinegar per person
1 tablespoon (15 ml) olive oil per
person
Generous pinch fine sea salt
Freshly ground black pepper
1. Preheat oven to 425 F (220 C) with
the rack in the centre.
2. Cut the top off each onion but leave
the root. Peel the onion, then cut it into
eights, slicing from the top to about
one-half inch above the root, leaving it
intact at the base.
3. Place a square of aluminum foil
over a soup bowl. Place the onion, cut
side up on the foil. Drizzle with the
vinegar and oil. Sprinkle with salt and
pepper. Wrap the foil up and over the
onion, keeping it upright, and seal the
edges. Repeat until you have one onion
for each person.
4. Place the wrapped onions on a
rimmed baking sheet and bake for 25
to 30 minutes, or until the onions are
tender when skewered. When done,
carefully open the foil and let the
onions cool for a few minutes. With a
spoon, gently transfer the onion to a
plate. The roasted onion will “bloom”
into a flower. Drizzle the blossom with
the juices collected in the foil. Serve
warm.
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1 large Spanish onion
1 cup (250 ml) chickpea flour (also called
besan)
¼ cup (60 ml) minced cilantro
1 tablespoon (15 ml) garam masala
1 teaspoon (5 ml) ground cumin
1 teaspoon (5 ml) ground coriander
½ teaspoon (2.5 ml) cayenne pepper
½ teaspoon (2.5 ml) fine sea salt
1 teaspoon (5 ml) oil
1 cup (250 ml) club soda
More canola oil for frying, about 2 cups
Cilantro Dipping Sauce

¼ cup (60 ml) canola oil
2 tablespoons (30 ml) fresh lemon juice
1 cup (250 ml) roughly chopped cilantro
1 clove garlic, chopped
1 teaspoon (5 ml) honey
Generous pinch salt
Fresh ground black pepper
Bhaji:

1. Line a baking sheet with a double layer
of paper towels. Set aside.
2. Peel and slice the onion into onequarter-inch (six-millimetre) thick rounds.
Cut the rounds into quarters.
3. In a large bowl, combine the flour,
cilantro, garam masala, cumin, coriander,
cayenne, salt and one teaspoon (5 ml) oil.
Add the club soda a little at a time and mix
well to ensure there are no lumps.
4. The batter should be thicker than
pancake batter. If it’s too thin, add more
flour, one tablespoon (15 ml) at a time.

Sprinkle the onions into the batter. Mix
with a large spoon until evenly coated.
5. Fill a deep saucepan with about two
inches (5 cm) of oil over medium-high heat
to 350 F (175 C) or until a tiny drop of
batter bubbles and rises to the top immediately.
6. Using two forks, scoop up about two
tablespoons (30 ml) of battered onion.
Gently place in the hot oil, pulling the forks
apart to flatten the bhaji slightly.
7. Fry for two to three minutes or until
deep golden. Carefully turn and cook
another two to three minutes or until the

bhaji is golden all over and cooked all the
way through. Remove the bhaji and any bits
of batter with a slotted spoon. Place on a
paper towel to drain. Continue until all the
bhaji are cooked.
8. Serve drained bhaji immediately with
dipping sauce.
Dipping Sauce

While the oil heats, make the dipping
sauce by placing the oil, lemon juice,
cilantro, garlic, honey, salt and pepper in a
blender. Blend until smooth, scraping down
the sides as necessary.
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